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INTRODUCTION 
Stream sediments are the preferred sampling medium for 

reconnaissance-scale Regional Geochemical Surveys (RGS) 
over most of British Columbia, but the subdued topography, 
abundance of laker and relatively poor drainage of the 
Nechako Plateau in the northern Interior suggest that lake 
sediments may be a more appropriate medium in this area. 
Mineral exploration in the region has been limited by exten- 
sive drift cover and poor exposure, and lake sediment geo- 
chemistry may provide an effective tool to delineate both 
regional geochemical patterns as well as anomalous metal 
concentrations related to potentially economic deposits. 

Lake sediment orientation studies are an important pre- 
lude to successful application of the technique to explora- 
tion in the Cordillcra. Most Canadian studies of lake sedi- 
ment geochemistry have focused on Shield and Appalachian 
environments where there are considerable differences in 
climate, physiography and surficial geology relative to Brit- 
ish Columbia. Publicly funded regional lake sediment sur- 
veys, covering an area of 1.2 million square kilometres 
(Friske, 1991). have been conducted primarily in central and 
Atlantic Canada. These, run to the standards of the Geologi- 
cal Survey of Canada’s National Ceochemical Reconnair- 
snnce (NGR) prog,ram, have provided a wealth of high- 
quality geochemical data for mineral exploration and con- 
tributed to the discovery of deposits such as the Strange 
Lake yttrium-zirconium-beryllium deposit in Labrador. 
Regional lake sediment surveys in British Columbia, jointly 
undertaken hy thd Geological Survey Branch and the 
Geological Survey of Canada have. in contrast, been 
restricted to relatively small areas of NTS map sheets Y3E 
(Whitesail Lake) ;and 93L (Smithers) in the west-central 
Interior (Johnson et al.. 19878. b), and lO4N (Atlin) in the 
Teslin Plateau. There is consequently tremendous potential 
for the effective use of lake sediment geochemistry in cen- 
tral British Columbia, both for reconnaissance and detailed 
mineral exploration. Several regional surveys have been 
carried out in the northern Interior. including those of min- 
eral exploration companies, Spilsbury and Fletcher (1974). 
Hoffman (1976) and Gintautas (1984). The scope and 
results of the letter three have been summarized by Earle 
(1992) in a study of the applicability of regional lake sedi- 
ment surveys in thz area. Prospects such as the Wolf gold- 
silver occurrence have been discovered through the use of 
lake sediment gexhemistry. Nevertheless there is a paucity 
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of detailed orientation studies and case lbistor~ es on which to 
formulate exploration models, 

The purpose of the Interior Plateau lake se liment s:tl dit s 
program, part of the federal-provincial miner; I developtnerlt 
agreement (MDA). is to evaluate the rffecti ieness of lake 
sediment geochemistry as a sample medium br a propxed 
reconnaissance survey (Figure 4.-9-l) of I: 250 000 ‘ITS 
map sheets 93C (Anahim L&e), 93F (Nech; ko River) and 
93K (Fort Fraser). Results or the study Will increase otlr 
understanding of controls on Cordilleran trac: element getc 
chemistry and optimize sampling and intt rpretive tech- 
niques for the proposed RGS :survey, thus increasing tl-e 
possibility of new mineral deposit discoverit s in the north- 
ern Interior. It fulfills an important part 8 Nf the Imxior 
Plateau project objective of upgrttding the existing geologi- 
cal database to assess the mineral potential of the rcgiott. 
This paper outliness the obje;tiw:s of the study, desc-Ibcs 
fieldwork performed in 1992, and outline! the scc’pe of 
planned work. 

LAKE SEDIMENTS AI\;~D THEIR USE 17i 
MINERAL EXPLORATION 

Lake sediments consist of organic gels, erg anic sedimzn:s 
and inorganic sediments (Jonasson, 1976). C rganic g,:ls, or 
gyttja, are mixtures of particulate organic m mer, inorl;;m c 
precipitates and mineral matter iWetzel, I! 83). The), are 
mature green-grey to black homogenous sediments c h.traf:- 

Figure 4-9-l Location of Iproposed Region d Geochenlw 
al Survey, utilizing lake sediments, of NT:: map shst:ts 
Y3C. F and K, and of the I%6 lake and stn am sediment 
RGS survey of NTS map sheets 93E and L. 1utlined aria 
indicates the extent of the cement lake se liment stu,Jy 
shown in Figure 4-9-2. 
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teristic of deep-water basins. Organic sediments are imma- 
ture mixtures of organic gels, organic debris and mineral 
matter occurring in shallow water and near drainage intlows 
(Jonasson, 1976). Inorganic sediments, by contrast, are mix- 
tures of mineral particles with little organic matter. Of the 
three, organic gels have been found the most suitable as a 
geochemical exploration medium; deep-water basins where 
they accumulate have been favoured as ideal sites for 
regional geochcmical sampling (Friske, 1991). 

Lake sediment composition is influenced by bedrock 
geology, surficial geology, climate, soils, vegetation, min- 
eral occurrences and limnological factors. Sediment gee- 
chemistry in the Nechako Plateau, as in other areas of 
Canada. generally reflects bedrock variations (Hoffman, 
1976; Gintautas, 1984). Sediment geochemistry also reflects 
the presence of weathering sulphide minerals from pros- 
pects near Capoose (Hoffman, 1976; Hoffman and Fletcher, 
1981) and Chutanli (Mehrtens. 1975; Mehrtens era!., 1972) 
lakes, and has been successful in locating potentially eco- 
nomic gold-silver mineralization at the Wolf occurrence 
(Andrew, 1988). The effect of limnological variations on 
trace element abundance and mineral exploration has, 
however, received relatively little attention in the Cor- 
dillera. The temperature and oxygen content of lake waters 
in northern temperate regions may stratify during the warm 
summer months, overturning with seasonal changes in the 
spring and fall. Of such thermally stratified, or dimicric, 
lakes, eutrophic lakes are those small nutrient-rich lakes 
with high organic production and almost complete oxygen 
depletion with increasing depth. Conversely. oligotrophic 
lakes are deep, large, nutrient-poor lakes with low organic 
production and a much more constant oxygen content with 
depth. Polymictic or unstratified lakes are relatively shallow 
and are not thermally stratified. Earle (1992) and Hoffman 
and Fletcher (1981) have shown that there we distinct 
geochemical differences between the sediments of eutrophic 
and oligotrophic lakes, particularly with respect to the abun- 
dance of organic matter and of iron and manganese oxides. 
Both may scavenge trace elements, and their abundance in 
lake sediments is largely influenced by water productivity, 
oxygen stratification in the water column and the rate of 
elastic sedimentation (Gintautas, 1984). High organic mat- 
ter content is characteristic of eutrophic lakes. while man- 
ganese and iron oxide precipitates are products of the 
oxygen-rich conditions of oligotrophic lakes. The effect of 
within-lake limnological variations on these constituents, 
and on the transport and accumulation of trace elements, 
studied in southern Shield regions, has been summarized by 
Timperley and Allan (I 974). 

Limnological classification, or trophic status, may conse- 
quently have a major influence on interpretation of lake 
sediment geochemistry. Earle (1992) has recognized nine 
such classes in the Nechako Plateau. In the present study, 
trophic status was found to vary considerably even within 
separate sub-basins and channels of the same lake. As lakes 
in NTS map areas 93C, F and K for which limnological data 
are available are almost equally divided among the four 
most common classifications (oligotrophic, mesotrophic, 
eutrophic and polymictic types; Earle, 1992), the geochemi- 
cal responses of each must be evaluated prior to carrying out 
a regional survey. 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE INTERIOR 
PLATEAU LAKE SEDIMENT STUDY 

The main objective of this study is to assess the effect of 
limnological variations on sediment geochemistry in the 
Nechako Plateau region in order to optimize sampling and 
interpretive techniques for regional geochemical surveys: 

Problems to be addressed include: 

l The effect of limnological variations on sediment geo- 
chemistry of lakes within and between different 
geological units. 

l The extent to which sediment geochemistry reflects the 
presence of nearby mineral occurrences. 

l Operational problems concerning sample media and 
sampling strategies for a proposed RGS survey of the 
Nechako Plateau. 

The first two problems are being addressed by evaluation 
of a systematic collection of case studies which, together 
with interpretation of regional lake sediment data from 
adjoining NTS map sheets 93E and L, will facilitate the 
development of interpretive models for lakes of varying 
trophic status in each geological unit. Operational problems 
to be resolved for future RGS surveys of the Nechako area 
include choice of the most suitable sample media, deter- 
mination of minimum and maximum lake size, optimum 
sampling location, optimum number of samples per lake, 
and optimum size of field samples and analytical subsam- 
pies necessary to detect and reproduce anomalies related to 
potentially economic mineral deposits. Whereas a standard 
sampling methodology has been used to evaluate geochemi- 
cal responses and limnological variations at each lake, some 
of the operational problems are the subject of specific 
substudies. 

SCOPE OF 1992 FIELD STUDIES 
Orientation studies of I6 lakes at I I localities (Figure 

4-9-2) were carried out in the period late July to mid- 
September, 1992. The program design was based partly on 
recommendations of Earle (1992). A total of 625 sediment 
samples were collected at 437 sites (Table 4-9-l). The lakes 
are characteristic of eutrophic, mesotrophic, oligotrophic 
and unstratified limnological environments above two dif- 
ferent geological rock types. These units, areally extensive 
within the proposed survey area and of considerable eco- 
nomic interest, are: 

0 Jurassic, Cretaceous and Eocene plutonic rocks of the 
Francois Lake, Bulkley and Nanika plutonic suites, 
respectively, hosting porphyry copper-molybdenum 
deposits and occurrences. 

0 Eocene Ootsa Lake Group volcanic rocks. hosting epi- 
thermal gold-silver occurrences. 

The lakes are adjacent to the Hanson Lake, Ken, Nithi 
Mountain and Dual copper-molybdenum and molybdenum 
occurrences, and to the Clisbako, Wolf and Holy Cross 
gold-silver prospects (Table 4-9-l). Lakes within each 
geological grouping were chosen on the basis of docu- 
mented trophic status (Balkwill, 1991), proximity to known 



mineral occurrences, exploration industry ake sediment 
data and road access. Most were chosen fr ,m NTS ~na,) 
sheets 9X, F and K, but twc I;ikes from m ip sheet!; 931: 
(Johnson ?‘I al., iY87a) were i&o included cn the ba:% of 
available RGS sediment geochemistry. The:se, Hill-?out 
Lake and Wasp Lake, contain anomalous car centratia,n!. of 
copper and gold. respectively. One lake underlain b:i 
Miocene-Pliocene basal& was also surveyed is being rzpre- 
sentative of lakes above a widely occurring r( ck unit gener- 
ally devoid of known mineral occurrences. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE: STUDY iREA 

LOCATION, PHYSIOGRAWY AND 
SURFICIAI. GEOLOGY 

The study area (Figures 4-9-I and 4-9-2) i bounded t:a!,t 
and west by Vanderhoof and IHouston, resxxtively, ani 
extends northward from the Clisbako River to the Babine 
and Stuart lakes area. Most of the ara lies o I the Nechlk3 
Plateau, the northernmost subdivision of the I lterior Plateau 
(Holland, 1976). although its southern limit e: tends onto the 
Fraser Plateau. The low and rolling terrain generall,y lies 
between 1000 to 1500 metres elevation. The area is thi:kly 
forested and bedrock is obscured by extensi ie drift cove 
Tipper (I 963) noted that over 90 per cent o’ the Necltakz 
River map area is drift covered Till and gla:iofluvial OUI- 
wash are the predominant ma~:erials. Giles at d Kerr (1,992) 
and Proudfoot (I 993) provide more detailed nformatio: on 
the surficial geology of thz southernmost p, art of the prc 
posed survry ara. 



REGIONALGEOLOGY 

The area covered by NTS map sheets 93C, F and K is 
almost entirely within the Intermontane Belt with the excep- 
tion of the southwest corner which is in the Coast Belt. The 
area includes parts of the Stikinia, Cache Creek and 
Quesnellia terranes. Within the study area (Figure 4.9.2), 
volcanic and sedimentary rocks of the Lower to Middle 
Jurassic Hazelton Group are intruded by Late Jurassic, Late 
Cretaceous and Tertiary felsic plutonic rocks. These are 
overlain by Eocene volcanics of the Ootsa Lake Group, 
Oligocene and Miocene volcanics of the Endako Group, and 
Miocene-Pliocene basalt flows. The Anahim volcanic belt, a 
600.kilometre belt of Miocene-Quaternary continental vo- 
canic rocks (Souther, 1977). runs east-west through the 
southern part of the area. 

GEOLOGYANDMETALLOGENY 

FRANCOISLAKE,BULKLEYANDNANIKA 
PLUTONICSUITES 

Three of the lakes associated with plutonic rocks were 
sampled above Late Jurassic Franc& Lake intrusions 
(133.155 Ma). the fourth is adjacent to quartz monzonitr of 
either the Late Cretaceous Bulkley intrusions (70-84 Ma) or 
the Eocene Nanika intrusions (47-54 Ma). The Francois 
Lake Plutonic Suite, predominantly of quartz monronite 
composition, hosts many porphyry molybdenum deposits 
and occurrences. The most significant is the Endako 
orebody west of Fraser Lake, where molybdenite is hosted 
by east-trending subparallel quanr veins (Kimura ef al., 
1976). The Bulkley and Nanika intrusions comprise north- 
westerly belts of granodiorite, quartz monzonite and granite 
stocks in the western part of the study area (Figure 4-9-Z). 
They are two of the four subparallel belts of plutonic rocks 
known to host porphyry copper-molybdenum deposits in 
west-central British Columbia (Cater, 1981). 

OOTSALAKEGROUP 

Eocene continental volcanic rocks of the Ootsa Lake 
Group are exposed in two general regions of the study area. 
The first extends from the Nechako River to the west side of 
Francois Lake (Figure 4-9-2); the second, smaller area is 
west of Quesnel between the Chilcotin and West Road 
rivers (DuffelI, 1959; Tipper, 1963). Diakow and Mihalynuk 
(1987) recognized six lithologic divisions in the Ootsa Lake 
Group, which comprises a differentiated succession of 
and&tic to rhyolitic flows and pyroclastic rocks. Sedimen- 
tary rocks, although not common, are interspersed 
throughout the sequence. Potassium-argon ages of approx- 
imately 50 Ma have been obtained from Ootsa Lake rocks 
(,Diakow and Koyanagi, 1988). 

Interest in the precious metal potential of the Ootsa Lake 
Group has increased in recent years. The Wolf and Clisbako 
prospects ace epithermal gold-silver occurrences cunently 
under exploration. The Wolf prospect is hosted by felsic 
flows, tuffs and subvolcanic porphyria, and is a low- 
sulphur silicified stockwork deposit (Andrew, 1988). The 
Clishako prospect is hosted by Eocene basaltic to rhyolitic 
tuffs, flows and volcanic breccias exhibiting intense sil- 

icification and argillic alteration. Gold mineralization in 
both areas is associated with low-sulphide quartz stockwork 
zones. The Clisbako prospect has been interpreted to be a 
high-level volcanic-hosted epithermal system similar to 
those in the western United States (Dawson, I99 I; Schroe- 
ter and Lane, 1992). 

FIELD AND LABORATORY 
METHODOLOGY 

SAMPLE COLLECTION 

Systematic collection of lake sediments and waters. and 
measurement of temperature and dissolved oxygen content 
of the water column was performed at each lake (Table 
4.9-l:]. Sediment sampling was the main focus of activity; 
waters were collected primarily as a reconnaissance for 
possible future study of metal distribution in lake waters. 
Oxygen and temperature measurements were made to verify 
preexisting Fisheries Branch (Ministry of Environment, 
Lands and Parks) data, to determine the trophic status of 
smaller lakes for which no data are otherwise available, and 
to investigate the variability of these measurements within 
separate sub-basins of individual lakes. 

SEDIMENTS 
Lake sediments were sampled from a zodiac or canoe 

with a Hornbrook-type torpedo sampler. Standard sampling 
procedures, as discussed by Friske (1991). were used. Sam- 
ples were collected in kraft paper bags and sample depth, 
colon, composition and “dour recorded at each site. Sites 
were located along profiles traversing deep and shallow- 
water parts of main basins and sub-basins, and at all stream 
inflows. The number of sites on each lake (Table 4-9-l) 
ranged from a minimum of seven in small ponds to a 
maximum of fifty-eight in larger lakes in order to evaluate 
the relationship between trace element patterns and mineral 
occurrence location, bathymetry, organic matter content, 
drainage inflow and outflow, and sediment texture. 

Two substudies were incorporated into the sampling 
design to address specific sampling problems. First. an 
unbalanced nested sampling design similar to that described 
by Garrett (1979) was used to assess sampling and analyti- 
cal variation. A modified version of the Regional Geo- 
chemical Survey sampling scheme was used for this. Each 
block of twenty samples (Figure 4-9-3) comprises twelve 
routine samples and: 

. Five field duplicate samples, to assess sampling 
variability; 

l Two analytical duplicate samples, inserted after sam- 
ple preparation to determine analytical precision; 

. One control reference standard, to monitor analytical 
LlCCUElCy. 

Two of the five field duplicate samples in each block 
were randomly selected for funher use as analytical dupli- 
cate splits. 

Secondly, one lake was chosen for a comparative study of 
field sample sire. At this locality, adjacent to the Clisbako 
gold-silver prospect (Figure 4-9-2). two samples were taken 
at each of 36 sites: one standard sample obtained from one 
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Figure 4-Y-3. Typical sample collrction scheme. The 
modified 20.sample collection block incolporatcs twelve 
routine samples and live tield dupliczltes. Two blind dupli- 
cates and a control reference standard are insertrd in the 
leboratory prior to analysis. 

drop of the sampler, s,nd B larger sample obtained from two 
drops. Standard lake sediment samples typiczdly weigh 50 
to 100 grams when dry (Friske. 1991). Due to the perticle 
sparsity effect, larger field samples might be more represen- 
tative of gold concentrations in sediments above auriferous 
Ootsa Lake Group rocks. The ohjectivs is to ascertain 
whether or not there are significant differences in gold 
concentrations with irlcreesing sample size. 

Lake sediment samples were initially fiel i dried snd, 
when sufficiently dry to trensport, shipped t<, Rosshacxr 
Laboratory, Burnahy, for final c,rying at 60°C. jampIe pn:p- 
aration wils done ilt Bonder-C:legg and Co11 pany, North 
Vancouver. Dry sediment samph:s were d saggregalcd 
inside B plastic hag with a rubbr:r mallet. Thee ntire sam[‘le, 
to B maximum of 250 grams, *as; pulwrire I to apprrlr- 
imately -150 mesh in a ceramic ‘ring mill, and two anal).& 
cal splits taken from the pulverixd matuial. “he first ws 
submitted to Activation Lzlhr~rs.tories, Misl issauga, ~;x 
determination of gold and 34 additional &me] Its by hut -II- 
mental neutron activation anal:ysis (INAA) o t a 30.gmm 
subsample. The second was analyzed for 30 tr ce elem’xts 
(including Zn, Cu. Ph. Co, Ag, Mn, MO, Fe and Cd:, by 
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission ,pectrome:ry 
(ICP AES) and for loss on ignition. Blind dl plicates artd 
appropriate ranges of copper imd gold-bearil lg stand;nds 
were inserted into each of the two .malytical sui :es 8s part of 
a rigorous quality control program (Figure 4-Y.: ,) to monitor 
analytical precision and accuracy, 

WATERS WATERS 

Two water samples were collected in 250.millilitr~ poly- Water samples were filtered with 0.45 micrc n filters and 
ethylene bottles from the centre of each lake: a surface submitted to Eco-Tech Laboratories. Kamloopr They were 
sample and a deep sample. The first was taken approx- acidified and analyzed for 30 elaments by indL ctively cow 
imately I5 centimetnx beneath the surface, to minimize pled plasma atomic emission >,p,:ctrometry (ICP-AB!;). 
collection of surface scum, whereas the second was col- Sulphate and pH were also determined. Standi rds and (1: !i- 
lected with a Van Dorrl sampler I to 2 mews above the lake tilled water blanks were inserted into the sari ple suite to 
bottom. Bottles were rinsed in the water to he sampled prior monitor analytical accuracy. 
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to collection, and observations of water co our and :xs 
pended matter recorded. The boat wils anchxed in pliu 
during both water sampling aoel temperature/( xygen pru’il- 
ing to prevent movement. Watrl-s were store1 in a coolel~ 
and refrigerator prior to snalys,is. 

DISSOLVED OXYGEN AND TEMPERATURI: 
MEASUREMENTS 

Water column profiles of dissolved oxyge, I content ,tnd 
temperature were measured at on,: to five sites on each Itke, 
using a YSI Model 57 oxygen meter with cable prc,be. 
Measurements were generally made, at I-metr : intervals, in 
the centre of all major sub-basim and at two or ar-shore si~tes 
to a maximum depth of 29 metres. A total c,f 49 prclfiles 
were surveyed (Table 4-9-l ), t:omprising 619 sets of mea- 
surements. The instrument was cidibrated for 1 xkke elew~tion 
and air temperature prior to mc:a:;urement at e Ich lake, ;md 
data collected only during the: :ifternoon pe:iod so iis to 
standardize measurement condirions. l’tevai ling wet&her 
conditions were also recordecl It the begin,dng of ,::ich 
profile. Measurements generally corrahorated earlier Fish- 
eries Branch data at most lakes, although considerable 
within-lake variations were encountered. Mei surementr at 
the last two lakes surveyed i:Clishako and Wasp) wre 
inconclusive due to the onset: of cold wea her in mid- 
September. 

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND ANALYYS [s 

SEDIMENTS 



FUTURE WORK 
No analytical results for lake sediments and waters from 

the 1992 field season are available at the time of writing. 
Analysis of regional lake and stream sediment data 
(Johnson et ul., 1987a, b) from adjoining NTS map sheets 
93E and 93L comprises the second component of the study 
and is currently in progress. It will show the extent to which 
sediment geochemistry reflects bedrock geology, whereas 
the individual orientation studies have been designed to 
show how mineralization is reflected by trace element pat- 
terns in sediments, and how these patterns are modified by 
limnological factors. Recommendations regarding the suit- 
ability ofthe Nechako Plateau for lake sediment geochemis- 
try, and the area, sire and density of the proposed 1993 RGS 
survey, will be an important product of the study. 
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